
        

Older  Adult Program  /Healthy  Aging  SLO Meeting  

January  20,  2012  

Attended: Gabriela Klein,  Jill Trimble,  Jennifer  Rohrenbacher,  Melody  Tamburro,  Jesse James, Alfred  Dapello,  Karena Friedman,  Celeste Stump,   Shelby  White 

and  Mary  Lange  

 

                    ITEMS                DISCUSSION           ACTION/OUTCOME  

 TracDat Report      Mary Lange share the SLO progress report also  

  known as TracDat 

     Faculty reviewed the SLO report.  

  How SLOs were Developed       Shelby White shared SLO establishment        Shelby White discussed the SLO process 

   and how the SLOs were originally 

established  

Curriculum         Faculty reviewed curriculum          Faculty reviewed curriculum for each 

  course and discussed SLOs   

  SLO Comments, Concerns, Revisions  

 Healthy Aging  
     SLO data reviewed and discussed         Faculty reviewed the SLO and would like 

     to leave physical testing in place as is and  

     add a written exam specific to Healthy 

   Aging Modules for the semester.  

      Instructors shared that students are 

    motivated by the SLO results and will 

    continue to share on an annual basis.  

  SLO Comments, Concerns Revisions  

  Healthy Aging Aquatic Resistance  
     SLO data reviewed and discussed         Faculty reviewed the SLO and would like 

      to leave physical testing in place as is and 

     add a written exam specific to Healthy 

   Aging Modules for the semester.  

       Faculty would like to administer SLO 

    process during spring semester as more 

   students enroll during this semester.  

      Instructors shared that students are 

    motivated by the SLO results and will 

    continue to share on an annual basis.  

  SLO Comments, Concerns Revisions  

    Healthy Aging Principles of Slow Movement  
     SLO data reviewed and discussed         Faculty reviewed the SLO and would like 

      to leave physical testing in place as is and 

     add a written exam specific to Healthy 

   Aging Modules for the semester.  

      Instructors shared that students are 

    motivated by the SLO results and will 

    continue to share on an annual basis.  

  SLO Comments, Concerns Revisions  

    Healthy Aging Principles of Posture and  

 Flexibility 

     SLO data reviewed and discussed          Faculty reviewed the SLO and would like 

      to leave physical testing in place as is and 

      add a written exam specific to Healthy 

   Aging Modules for the semester.  

      Instructors shared that students are 

    motivated by the SLO results and will 

    continue to share on an annual basis.  
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SLO Comments,  Concerns  Revisions  

Fall Prevention  Balance  &  Mobility  
   SLO data reviewed  and  discussed     Faculty  would  like to  keep  the  physical 

testing  of  the SLOs  with  a change in  the 

assessment and  criteria.  Tandem  stance  

was  changed  to  sit to  stand  with  no  hands.   

360  degree  turn  was changed  to  standing  

with  eyes closed.  These assessments  were 

changed  at the request of  faculty  to  create a 

more challenging  assessment tool.  

   In  addition  to  the physical assessment a  

written  exam  specific to  Healthy  Aging  

Modules for  the semester  will be 

administered  to  evaluate their  

comprehension  of  the modules.  

   Instructors  shared  that students  are 

motivated  by  the SLO results  and  will 

continue to  share on  an  annual  basis.  
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